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NoCOUG is Thriving!

Did you know that the Northern California Oracle Users
Group ended 2001 with over 450 members? We are con-
sistently one of the premier Oracle user groups in the

country, and well over 200 people attended each of our last
two conferences. We’ve got a terrific new board of directors in
place (see page 2), and an outstanding conference planned for
February 21. There are a lot of great things in store for our
members in 2002.

A
nnual memberships for NoCOUG run from January 1 through December
31. This means that your membership has expired if you haven’t renewed
for 2002. Now is the time to renew your membership!

On page 7, you will find the Membership Application for 2002. Or, if you prefer, you
can visit our website at http://www.nocoug.org/joinnc.htm. There, you can download
the application, fill it out, and send it in with a check.

Don’t miss any of the benefits of NoCOUG in 2002, including our upcoming Winter
Conference on February 21 at Oracle in Redwood Shores. There is no charge for
members and $40 for non-members. That alone makes the $70 Individual Member-
ship price a bargain! ▲

Renew Your Membership
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Don’t Miss Our Winter Conference!

T he NoCOUG Board has planned a great conference that you won’t
want to miss. It’s taking place on Thursday, February 21 at the
Oracle Conference Center in Redwood Shores. Sponsored by

Oracle Corporation, the one-day conference will have three parallel tracks:

➤ Database Administration

➤ Application Development

➤ Special presentations by Oracle Corporation

Registration begins at 8:00 a.m. For more details, see our website at
www.nocoug.org. ▲



A company does not do well with-
out the firm and steady guidance of
the CEO. That CEO would be our
Past President Vilin Roufchaie. Vilin
has guided us for the past two years.
He has done an exceptional job in
meeting and exceeding NoCOUG’s
objective of providing a quality pro-
gram. I hope I can do half as well.
Thanks Vilin! I should add that Vilin
is stepping down because of term
limits. A while back, the board placed
a limit of two consecutive terms for
the president and the vice president.
Vilin will be staying on the board as
the IOUG Rep and continue to pro-
vide his wisdom as past president.

Please check the NoCOUG Board
listing at the front of the Journal. This
will list our new board and officers
for the coming year. The board con-
tact information is listed here as well
as on the website. Please contact us
with any questions or comments.
Questions on how to volunteer are
always welcome. You will notice that
most all the board has volunteered for
another year. This means that we will
have the experience level to achieve
another banner year. Thank you.

We have had some changes to the
board due to job and personal com-
mitments. I would like to thank Ken
Leonard for his hard work over the
past years. He has given invaluable
service and insight to the board. Due
to increased job commitments and a
new addition to the family, Ken has

asked to be retired for a while.
The next board member to step

back has been a prime mover of the
User Group for about 15 years. The
net service date says 1987. I’m sure her
organizational activity goes beyond
that date. Year after year, Merrilee
Nohr has been the backbone of
NoCOUG. She has helped guide
NoCOUG through the many changes
needed to keep the organization
current with the changing times.
Merrilee did this while being on the
board of IOUG and being IOUG’s two
term president. She has guided us all
though some very complex times.
Merrilee would like to take time to do
those things she has put on hold all
these past years. I know I speak for
myself and the board – Merrilee will

be sorely missed. And, Merrilee,
because of you, NoCOUG is the strong
and healthy organization it is today.
Merrilee has agreed to stay on through
initial registration. This will help us
through the online conversion. This
has been a special project of Merrilee’s.

I would like to welcome our most
recent members to the board. Hamid
Minoui, Darrin Swan, Vadim Barilko,
and Ganesh Sankar. The new board
members not only provide help with
ongoing tasks, they provide new and
innovative ideas. This helps keep the
organization responsive to the user
community’s needs. Step up and share
your thoughts.

Let me close with a short synopsis
of 2002’s expectations. We have host
and site commitments for the next
four meetings. This allows us to
spend more energy on the program,
thus bringing in the speakers you
want to hear. We plan to have an
online registration system working
in 2002. I’m hoping to have the cred-
it card portion of the system work-
ing in the next month or two. Please
contact me with any questions or
comments. ▲
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A NoCOUG New Year
by Joel Rosingana, President, NoCOUG

Iwant to wish all the NoCOUG members a very Happy
New Year! I know with all the problems of last year,
things seemed very dark. Even with the darkness,

NoCOUG was able to have its best year ever. This could
not have been achieved without the dedication of the
2001 board of directors and volunteers. Our success is
measured by the ever-increasing attendance at the
Quarterly Meetings.

P R E S I D E N T ’ S M E S S A G Ec

Joel Rosingana

Launching NoCOUG
Discussion Board!

A Note from the Webmaster

I am excited to have launched a Discussion Board on our website. It is
a great tool for improving communication in our user group.We have
special topics regarding conferences and for the main interests of
NoCOUG users. Now you’ve got a way to continue your discussions after

a conference.The Discussion Board is located at www.nocoug.org/discus.
Please let me know if you have any questions or ideas about improving

the Discussion Board.You can write to me at vabarus@onebox.com.

— Vadim Barilko, NoCOUG Webmaster
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Tuning Buffer Busy Waits by File 
by Jeff Hunter, Sr. Database Administrator 
http://www.idevelopment.info/

Most DBAs are aware of the view V$WAITSTAT.This view (based on X$KCBWAIT) reports the number
of times an instance has had buffer busy waits on different classes of blocks since the instance was
started.

Oracle also provides a companion view called X$KCBFWAIT which duplicates the function of X$KCBWAIT, but
summarizes the waits by file id.

The following script will list the contents of X$KCBFWAIT along with the datafiles.This script has been tested in
Oracle7, Oracle8 and Oracle8i.

SET linesize 180
SET pagesize 9000

COLUMN filename FORMAT a80 HEAD “File Name”
COLUMN file# FORMAT 999 HEAD “File #”
COLUMN ct FORMAT 999,999,999 HEAD “Waits”
COLUMN time FORMAT 999,999,999 HEAD “Time”
COLUMN avg FORMAT 999.999 HEAD “Avg Time”

SPOOL file_wait

SELECT
indx+1 file#
, b.name filename
, count ct
, time
, time/(DECODE(count,0,1,count)) avg

FROM
x$kcbfwait a
, v$datafile b

WHERE
indx < (select count(*) from v$datafile)

AND a.indx+1 = b.file#
/
spool off

T E C H T I P S.

Oracle DBA Chris Lawson, a popular presenter at NoCOUG conferences, demonstrated how much he loves SQL tuning!
Chris spoke about data warehousing at our NoCOUG Fall Conference. Don't miss our upcoming conference on February 21!
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Roger Schrag has
been on the NoCOUG
Board of Directors

for two years, first as Web-
master (a position now
taken by Vadim Barilko) and
now as our newly-elected
Vice President.

Roger has been a member of
NoCOUG and a speaker at the quar-
terly conferences for many years. Since
he thought that NoCOUG was a great
resource for DBAs, developers, and
managers in the Bay Area, he wanted
to find out more about the organiza-
tion and attended his first board
meeting as a guest. “I was impressed
by the group of people running
NoCOUG and decided to join in,” he
says. “It’s been a great way to meet
people, and I’ve made some lasting
friendships.”

One of Roger’s jobs as VP is to
help put together high-quality meet-
ings for NoCOUG members. You
might wonder what someone gets out
of giving so much of their time and
energy to the Oracle community.
Roger says he gets a lot of personal
satisfaction knowing that he’s helped
put together a successful quarterly
conference. He also enjoys sharing
his knowledge with others by giving
occasional DBA technical sessions at
the conferences. Roger also con-
tributes to the user community out-
side of Northern California. He
joined the University Masters Class
faculty for the IOUG-A last year. He
enjoys the friendships he has made
with fellow UMC instructors as well
as helping students to be more suc-
cessful in their Oracle careers.

Speaking of careers, Roger’s tech-
nology career started early. “When I
was 14, I started developing games for
the TRS-80 computer. Those with
really good memories may remember
Toxic Dumpsite and Spook House.”
While creating these games didn’t

earn Roger “huge sums of money” in
royalties, it was sure better than flip-
ping burgers like most of his friends!

He went on to study computer sci-
ence at UC Berkeley, and his first job
out of college was—believe it or not—
with Microsoft. Though he and other
employees enjoyed the occasional
pizza and beer with Bill Gates, living

in the Pacific Northwest was a little
too wet and Roger moved back to the
Bay Area. That’s where he found him-
self in 1989 as an employee of Oracle
Corporation.

Back in those days, things were a
lot different. Oracle had fewer than
one thousand employees, and the
finance department was the beta test
site for Oracle Applications. “Back
then,” says Roger, “the other develop-
ers on the Oracle Financials team and

I keyed in UPDATE statements by
hand in SQL*Plus to fix the compa-
ny’s financials when a journal entry
got posted incorrectly.”

Roger spent his initial three weeks
of employment at Oracle in boot-
camp —a three week intensive train-
ing where he and his fellow employ-
ees were immersed in Oracle life.
They endured long days learning
everything they could about Oracle
technology, but were rewarded with
the opportunity to meet senior staff
members, including Larry Ellison.
“Back in those days,” says Roger, “I
think Larry was more interested in
fast cars than fighter planes or racing
yachts.” After a few years, Roger left
Oracle Corporation and worked as a
DBA at various San Francisco compa-
nies. In 1995, he became an entrepre-
neur and founded a consulting team
called Database Specialists, Inc.

When he’s not working with Oracle

databases, Roger enjoys bicycling,
backpacking, camping, and hiking. Be
sure to ask him about backpacking for
a month in New Zealand on his hon-
eymoon and having to trek through
mud in a river at low tide! He and his
wife have also traveled around the
world to such places as India, Israel,
Turkey, Denmark, and Costa Rica, just
to name a few.

So, next time you see Roger, be
sure to say hello! ▲

Meet the New VP!

Roger Schrag

Back in those days, things were a lot different.
Oracle had fewer than one thousand employees,
and the finance department was the beta test
site for Oracle Applications.
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BMC Software is an Equal Opportunity Employer. BMC Software, the BMC Software logos and all other BMC Software product or service names are registered trademarks or
trademarks of BMC Software, Inc. All other trademarks belong to their respective companies. © 2002 BMC Software, Inc. All rights reserved.

It’s not always easy to see where pesky space problems are lurking, ready to degrade the performance

of the database that your business depends on. And it’s not always easy to keep your database

operating at peak levels without lots of highly trained DBAs.

Until now, that is.

Introducing Space Expert™ for Oracle from BMC Software. It intelligently and automatically

visualizes, isolates, analyzes and corrects space-related problems. Enabling even a novice DBA to

perform the work of many. Which means the IT department’s SLAs are good as gold. IT managers

can concentrate on managing. Your database’s performance is enhanced. And your company is

more competitive than ever.

See for yourself. Register for a 30-day trial copy of Space Expert for Oracle today at

www.bmc.com/distdata/spaceexpert. Then you’ll discover just how easy we make it for you to

help your database, and your business, really perform. Because

it takes intelligence, not hocus pocus.
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NoCOUG
Northern California Oracle Users Group

Membership Application for 2002
Your membership extends from January 1 to December 31, 2002

Code: NC112001-_______

Name:

Title: Work Phone:

Company: Mail Stop:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

E-Mail:

URL:

Do you want your mailing information made available on a third-party mailing list? ■■ YES ■■ NO
Do you want your e-mail address added to the NoCOUG only Distribution List? ■■ YES ■■ NO

Oracle Product Profile
Please tell us a little about the systems & products you use most often:

Computer platform: ____________________ RDBMS version:_______ OS: ____________________

Please check each product used:

■■ Oracle Developer ■■ Oracle Designer ■■ Oracle Discoverer ■■ J Developer ■■ BC4J 

■■ Oracle Applications: Rel# ___________ ■■ Web-DB/Oracle Portal ■■ Oracle Application Server

Membership Dues

Membership Type Includes Qty Rate Amount

NoCOUG Individual Membership Quarterly newsletter, roster 70.00 =
and one meeting attendee

NoCOUG Corporate Membership Six individual memberships, 450.00 =
plus four additional newsletters

Total Membership Fee Enclosed

NoCOUG and the International Oracle Users Group (IOUG) are alliance partners. We encourage you to learn more about
IOUG by visiting the IOUG website at http://www.ioug.org. NoCOUG members get a $15 discount on IOUG membership
for 2002. To get the discount, choose Northern California Oracle Users Group in the list of user groups when filling out your
IOUG membership application.

Membership Dues

NoCOUG Memberships must be paid by check. Enclosed check# _________.
Make Checks Payable in U.S. Dollars to: NoCOUG, P.O. Box 3282, Danville, CA 94526

Signature:______________________________________________ Date:_____________ NoCOUG Tax ID: 94-3237851



What is SQLNET/NET8?

SQLNET/NET8 is the layer of software that allows appli-
cation programs to communicate with Oracle databases and
allows databases to communicate with each other. It utilizes
a native networking protocol, such as TCP/IP or SPX or
Decnet to accomplish this. The name SQLNET refers to the
product as it was named when bundled with Oracle7 data-
bases and clients. When Oracle8 was released, it was
renamed NET8. Since Oracle7 is no longer supported, this
paper will concentrate on NET8; however, the simple ver-
sions of the configurations described here should work for
most older SQLNET implementations. The file names and
parameter names are unchanged. The more advanced fea-
tures described here may or may not work with SQLNET.

Unfortunately, configuring NET8 is one of Oracle’s
most poorly documented topics. The Net8 Administrators
Guide adequately documents how to configure NET8, but it
does leave much to be desired in terms of easy understand-
ability and getting up to speed quickly.

The NET8 Assistant is a Java-based tool to help DBAs
configure their NET8 environment. While it is adequate for
most tasks, it is incapable of configuring some of the more
advanced features of NET8. To configure these features, it is
necessary to edit the configuration files manually using a text
editor of your choice, usually “notepad” on Windows variants
and “vi” on Unix. The problem is that once you hand edit the
configuration files, you cannot later run the NET8 Assistant
without risking losing some of the hand-entered configura-
tion. Therefore, it is best to decide from the beginning which
method of configuring NET8 you will use and stick with it.
This paper assumes you will be using a text editor to manu-
ally apply changes to the NET8 configuration files.

Throughout this paper, I will be using the terms “client”
and “server” to refer to various computers using NET8. In
this paper, client will refer to any machine requesting a con-
nection. This client could be an application program or
another database. A database may act as a client by request-
ing a NET8 connection, such as when accessing another
database via a database link.

The server is the machine hosting the database receiving
the connection request. Note that any machine can be both
a client and a server. A process called the listener runs on

this server, listening for database connection requests,
which it then passes along to the database.

The configuration parameters listed in this paper are by
no means a complete or definitive guide. For further expla-
nation and additional configuration information, please
refer to the NET8 Administrators Guide.

All configurations in this document were tested using
client and server installations of NET8 version 8.1.6 under
HP-UX version 11.

Style

In general, using a consistent style for your NET8 config-
uration files will pay off in the long run. There are no rules
about how parentheses must line up or how the file must
look overall. But, using a consistent style makes it easier to
spot mistakes. Many a DBA has spent long hours staring at
complicated NET8 configuration files only to discover that
a parenthesis was in the wrong place. Also, only the first line
of an entry should begin in column 1. Many versions of
NET8 still have bugs that occur if open or close parentheses
occur in column 1.

In general, NET8 configuration files are not case sensi-
tive, but it is a good idea to pick one style of capitalization
and stick with it throughout. The exception to this is host
names, which should have been capitalized to match the
actual machine names.

What Files are Needed to Make It Work

For the simplest possible configuration, only two files
are needed to configure NET8 and get it working. The
listener.ora file on the server configures the listener process.
The tnsnames.ora file on the client lists all information
that NET8 needs to know to find and connect to the correct
database.

These are the only two required files, but it is usually a
good idea to have at least a simple sqlnet.ora file on both
the client and server. All NET8 configuration files are usu-
ally found in $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin, but if not
found there, NET8 will look for them in other places, such
as /etc (under Unix). The locations where NET8 will look
for these files vary among operating systems. If the
$TNS_ADMIN environmental variable or registry entry is

8 February 2002

Configuring SQL*NET
and NET8

By R. Matthew Adams, General Electric

This paper will describe the minimum configuration necessary to get NET8 up and

running as fast as possible for new DBAs. Since this is very easy to do and would

only require about two pages of documentation, it will also describe many of the

optional features available in the NET8 product family.
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set to a directory, then NET8 will look for configuration
files in that directory only.

Listener.ora
The listener.ora file tells the listener process how to listen

for database requests and where to connect them once they
arrive. It is possible to configure multiple listeners, with
each listener having a different name, but in our examples
here we have just the standard listener using the default
name of LISTENER. Starting with Oracle8i, the listener.ora
file is optional. If you want to use all of the defaults for the
listener process, you can just start the listener with no lis-
tener.ora file. Oracle will automatically detect what data-
bases are on the server and register them with the listener. I
personally don’t like this because I usually need to change
some of these default values to fit my environment.

The listener.ora file usually resides in $ORACLE_HOME/
network/admin, but can be in other locations, such as /etc. You
may also use the $TNS_ADMIN environment variable to indi-
cate the location of this file.

The three basic sections of this file are the listener address
section, the SID list, and optional control parameters.

A simple example is below:

LISTENER=
(ADDRESS_LIST=
(ADDRESS=

(PROTOCOL=tcp)
(HOST=mach1)
(PORT=1521)

)
)

SID_LIST_LISTENER=
(SID_LIST=

(SID_DESC=
(SID_NAME=prod1)

(ORACLE_HOME=/oracle/app/oracle/product/8.1.6)
)

)
LOG_DIRECTORY_LISTENER=$ORACLE_HOME/network/log

In this example, the first section, which begins LISTEN-
ER, configures the listener to run on the machine mach1
and listen for connection requests on TCP/IP port 1521,
which is the default port for most NET8 implementations.
The second section, which begins SID_LIST_LISTENER,
lists the databases that exist on this machine and their
ORACLE_HOME locations. If there were another instance
on this machine, it would not be accessible via NET8
because it is not listed in the SID_LIST section of the listen-
er.ora file. It is possible to have a listener listen on multiple
TCP/IP ports if desired. Repeat the ADDRESS=(…) sec-
tion, using an additional port.

LISTENER=
(ADDRESS_LIST=
(ADDRESS=

(PROTOCOL=tcp)
(HOST=mach1)
(PORT=1521)

)
(ADDRESS=

(PROTOCOL=tcp)
(HOST=mach1)
(PORT=1521)

)
)

SID_LIST_LISTENER=
(SID_LIST=

(SID_DESC=
(SID_NAME=prod1)

(ORACLE_HOME=/oracle/app/oracle/product/8.1.6)
)

)

There are a number of optional parameters that can be
added to this file to tell the listener how to do its job. I’ll list
a few of the more useful ones here; this is not a complete
list. For that, see the NET8 Administrators Guide for a more
complete list of parameters:

➤ log_directory_listener_name – put the log file for the
named listener in this directory

➤ log file_listener_name – specifies the name of the log
file for the named listener

Tnsnames.ora
The tnsnames.ora file holds information that tells NET8

where and how to connect to a database. The entries in this
file can be very simple or very complicated, depending on
the features you want to use. A very simple form of a
tnsnames.ora entry is:

prod1 =
(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS =
(PROTOCOL = TCP)
(HOST = mach1)
(PORT = 1521)

)
(CONNECT_DATA =

(SID = prod1)
)

)

This entry tells NET8 to connect to a database using the
TCP/IP protocol on machine mach1 using port 1521 and
that the name of the database is prod1. The “prod1” on the
very first line is called the connection alias. It is common for
the connection alias to be the same as the SID you want to
connect to.

For the vast majority of NET8 implementations, this is
enough to get your client working. However, the tnsnames.ora
can be configured to use some of the more advanced features
of NET8.

Connect-Time Failover
It is possible to configure a tnsnames.ora connection

alias to have multiple addresses. If multiple addresses are
present, NET8 will try them in order until one succeeds or
the list of addresses is exhausted.

prod1=
(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST=
(ADDRESS =

(PROTOCOL = tcp)
(Host = mach1
(Port = 1523)

)
(ADDRESS =
(PROTOCOL = tcp)
(Host = mach1
(Port = 1521)

)
)
(CONNECT_DATA =

(SID = prod1
)

)

If desired, the LOAD_BALANCE=yes parameter can be
added. This causes NET8 to attempt to connect to the
addresses in random order while attempting to load balance
the connections across addresses.
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prod1=
(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST=
(LOAD_BALANCE=yes)
(ADDRESS =
(PROTOCOL = tcp)
(Host = mach1)
(Port = 1523)

)
(ADDRESS =
(PROTOCOL = tcp)
(Host = mach1)
(Port = 1521)

)
)

(CONNECT_DATA =
(SID = prod1)

)
)

Transparent Application Failover
Transparent Application Failover (TAF) allows an estab-

lished Oracle connection to re-connect to an Oracle database
upon failure of the connection. This failover is transparent to
the user. This feature is probably most commonly used in
conjunction with Oracle Parallel Server; however, it can be
useful in other circumstances. One example would be if you
had a replicated database environment where any of several
databases could be used for queries. TAF is implemented
by adding a new FAILOVER_MODE parameter to the
CONNECT_DATA portion of a tnsnames.ora entry. TAF
can take many different forms. The three documented in
the NET8 Administrators Guide are connect-time failover,
retrying a failed connection, and pre-establishing a backup
connection. There are many other ways to set up TAF. The
FAILOVER_MODE parameter varies based on the type of
TAF in use. The general form of FAILOVER_MODE is:

(FAILOVER_MODE=
(BACKUP= xxx)
(TYPE= xxx )
(METHOD = xxx )
(RETRIES = xxx )
(DELAY = xxx )

)

➤ BACKUP – specifies connection alias to use for back-
up connection. Used for pre-established backup con-
nections.

➤ TYPE – can be SESSION, SELECT, or NONE. SES-
SION causes a failed session to reconnect. SELECT
causes a failed session to reconnect and attempt to
rerun the statement in process at time of failure. This
has significant additional overhead to track state-
ments being issued. NONE explicitly disables TAF.

➤ METHOD – can be BASIC or PRECONNECT – spec-
ifies how failover occurs. If set to preconnect, an
unused connection to the backup server is established
at the same time the primary connection is estab-
lished.

➤ RETRIES – specifies the number of attempts to
reconnect. Defaults to five if DELAY is set.

➤ DELAY – specifies the number of seconds to wait
between connection attempts. Defaults to 1 second if
RETRIES is set.

Connect-Time Failover in TAF
In this form, TAF connects to one server in the list. If that

connection fails, then it will then attempt the other connec-
tion. In the example here, the load_balance=on parameter

tells NET8 to pick the primary connection at random. The
failover=on parameter tells NET8 to try the second address if
the first address fails upon initial connection attempt. Neither
of these parameters is needed to implement TAF; they are
included here to complete the example. Note that the alter-
nate address is on a separate machine from the primary.

prod1=
(DESCRIPTION=

(LOAD_BALANCE=on)
(FAILOVER=on)
(ADDRESS=

(PROTOCOL=tcp)
(HOST=mach1)
(PORT=1521)

)
(ADDRESS=

(PROTOCOL=tcp)
(HOST=mach2)
(PORT=1521)

)
(CONNECT_DATA =
(SID=prod1)

(FAILOVER_MODE=
(TYPE=select)
(METHOD=basic)
)

)
)

Retrying a Failed Connection
In this form, TAF will retry a failed connection over and

over until it either succeeds in reconnecting or the retry limit
is reached.

prod1=
(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS =
(PROTOCOL = TCP)
(Host = mach1)
(Port = 1521)

)
(CONNECT_DATA =
(SID = prod1)
(FAILOVER_MODE=

(TYPE=select)
(METHOD=basic)
(RETRIES=20)
(DELAY=10)

)
)

)

Pre-Establishing Backup Connections
Pre-establishing a backup connection causes two con-

nections to be created for the client at the time of initial
connection. If the primary session fails, the session is auto-
matically switched over to the backup connection. This
configuration requires two entries into the tnsnames.ora
file, as you can see from the example below.

prod1=
(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS =
(PROTOCOL = TCP)
(Host = mach1)
(Port = 1521)

)
(CONNECT_DATA =

(SID = prod1)
(FAILOVER_MODE=
(BACKUP=backup_alias)
(METHOD=preconnect)
(TYPE=select)
(METHOD=basic)
)

)
)

backup_alias=
(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS =
(PROTOCOL = TCP)
(Host = mach2)
(Port = 1521)
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)
(CONNECT_DATA =

(SID = prod1)
)

)

Sqlnet.ora
The sqlnet.ora file is an optional NET8 configuration file

that holds general configuration parameters. These parame-
ters define how NET8 should act. A few of the more com-
mon ones are listed below.

➤ log_directory_client
➤ log_file_client
➤ log_directory_server
➤ log_file_server

These four parameters define where sqlnet logs should
go. As you would expect, the parameters with directory in
the name are to indicate in what directory the log file should
be placed. The parameters with file in the name designate
the name of the log file.

➤ trace_level_client
➤ trace_directory_client
➤ trace_file_client
➤ trace_level_server
➤ trace_directory_server
➤ trace_file_server

Tracing is a facility built into NET8 products that gener-
ates information to be used in troubleshooting NET8.

Tracing levels can be set to four values: OFF (default),
USER, ADMIN, and SUPPORT. The directory and file para-
meters indicate the directories where the resulting trace file
should be placed and what they should be named, respec-
tively. Turning on tracing will have an impact on the per-
formance of your NET8 application and is not recommend-
ed unless necessary to diagnose problems. ADMIN and
SUPPORT level tracing can consume disk space rapidly.

➤ sqlnet.expire_time = 10

This parameter is used by the server to determine how
often to poll the client to see if the client is still alive. If the
client has aborted, then the session in the server is killed
and in-flight transactions are rolled back. If this parameter
is not set, then such polling never occurs. Note that it is not
checking for an idle connection; it is checking for an abort-
ed application. If the client program has been idle for a long
time, but is still running, the session will not be killed. Be
careful setting this parameter. On some versions of NET8, it
does not work well.

➤ names.default_domain=world

This parameter indicates what domain to attach to con-
nection requests when looking them up in the tnsnames.ora
file. For example, if some attempts to use a connect string
of “xyz,” and name.default_domain is set to “world” (a com-
mon value for this parameter), then NET8 attempts to find
xyz.world in the tnsnames.ora file.

get-INCOME.com
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➤ names.preferred_servers

This parameter lists the names, addresses, and order of
Oracle Names server processes to use to resolve connection
requests, if Oracle Names is in use. See the section on the
names.ora file below.

What Other Files are Used

There are many optional files that can be used in con-
junction with the listener.ora, tnsnames.ora and sqlnet.ora
files. Most of these are seldom used but they are included
here for completeness. For more information regarding any
of these, see the NET8 Administrators Guide.

Protocol.ora
The protocol.ora file is used for protocol specific parame-

ters. All of the parameters are of the form procotol.parame-
ter_name where protocol is replaced with the name of the pro-
tocol in question, usually TCP for systems using the TCP/IP
protocol. These parameters affect all incoming database con-
nections request and cannot be set on a per-instance basis.

➤ tcp.excluded_nodes - lists addresses of machines not
allowed to connect

➤ tcp.invited_nodes - lists addresses of machines allowed
to connect. This parameter will take precedence over
the tcp.excluded_node parameter if both are present

➤ tcp.validnode_checking – YES/NO - (defaults to NO)
indicates whether address checking should be enabled

➤ tcp.nodelay – YES/NO – (defaults to NO) Specifies no
delay in buffer flushing within the TCP/IP stack

An example protocol.ora file is below.

TCP.VALIDNODE_CHECKING=YES
TCP.INVITED_NODES=(10.10.10.11, 10.10.10.12)
TCP.NODELAY=YES

Names.ora
The names.ora file is used to configure the Oracle Names

product. Oracle Names makes NET8 information available
to any node on the network, eliminating the need for local
tnsnames.ora files on each client. When using Oracle Names,
a connection request is sent to an Oracle Names server
process that can reside locally or remotely. The Oracle Names
server then looks up the appropriate information. This infor-
mation is maintained by continuous replication between all
the Oracle Names server processes or is stored in an Oracle
database. Once the appropriate information for the request is
located, it is sent back to the application requesting the con-
nection to a database. The application can then connect to
the database. The names.preferred_servers parameter should
be set in the sqlnet.ora file if Oracle Names is in use. This
tells the client where to find the Oracle Names server pro-
cesses. Multiple Oracle Names servers can be listed in this
parameter. A couple Oracle Names parameters are listed here.
These parameters are set in the names.ora file. See the NET8
Administrators Guide for more information regarding con-
figuring Oracle Names.

➤ names.addresses – Lists the protocols and addresses
where the names server will listen for requests

➤ names.auto_refresh_retry – how often an Oracle
Names server process should refresh its information
from other Oracle Names server processes

Cman.ora
Oracle Connection Manager allows you to have multiple

logical client NET8 sessions through a single connection to
a database using Oracle’s multi-threaded server option. This
is most useful in environments where you must support a
large number of simultaneous connections.

The Connection Manager processes may coexist on the
same machine with the database or may exist on another
machine. If you are using Connection Manager, you must
make some parameter changes to the init.ora parameters
that control your MTS environment. Specifically, the
MTS_DISPACTERS init.ora parameter must have multi-
plexing turned on.

Also, the entry in the tnsnames.ora file will have to be mod-
ified to indicate that this request is going to be routed through
a connection manager. For example, two tnsnames entries are
listed below. The first one is the same as in an earlier example.

prod1 =
(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS =
(PROTOCOL = tcp)
(HOST = mach1)
(PORT = 1521)

)
(CONNECT_DATA =

(SID = prod1)
)

)

In order to use Connection Manager, the tnsnames.ora
entry must be modified to indicate that the connection uses
a particular connection manager. This is accomplished by
adding a source_route=yes parameter in the description and
having multiple addresses. The first address is the address of
the Connection Manager. The second address is the same as
before.

prod1=
(DESCRIPTION=
(SOURCE_ROUTE=yes)
(ADDRESS=
(PROTOCOL=tcp)
(HOST=cman-host)
(PORT=1630)
)
(ADDRESS =
(PROTOCOL = TCP)
(HOST = mach1)
(PORT = 1521)
)
(CONNECT_DATA =

(SID=prod1)
)

)

In addition, the Connection Manager itself has to be
configured on the server it is running on. Some of the con-
figuration parameters, which would be set in the cman.ora
file, for Connection Manager, are below. Note that this is
not a complete list. See the NET8 Administrators Guide for
more information.

➤ cman – This parameter specifies the protocol and
address for the Connection Manager process to listen
for incoming requests.

➤ cman_profile – This is used to specify a large number of
parameters that tell Connection manager how to work.
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➤ Cman_rules – This parameter is used to specify rules
about what clients are allowed to connect and what
servers these clients are allowed to connect to.

Performance Considerations

Performance of applications using NET8 will depend on
how much data NET8 has to send and retrieve from the
database. Anything you can do to reduce that network traffic
will help the application. Here are some things to consider.

➤ Using arrays fetches rather than individual fetches
when returning multiple rows can dramatically
reduce NET8 traffic.

➤ Moving database manipulations from the application
to the database server by using stored procedures;
packages and triggers can also have a significant
impact.

➤ When using TCP/IP, NET8 packets may not be
flushed to the network immediately. This is usually
more pronounced when large amounts of data are
being sent in a stream from server to client. If this
occurs try setting the tcp.nodelay flag in the proto-
col.ora file.

There is one tnsnames.ora configuration parameter that
can also have an impact on performance. The Session Data
Unit (SDU) is a buffer where NET8 places data before it is
transmitted. The default size of the SDU is 2048 bytes.
According to the Oracle NET8 Administrators Guide, this
size may be adjusted to be a multiple of the underlying
transport size. For example, the normal size for an ethernet
frame is 1500 bytes, so the SDU could be set to be a multi-
ple of 1500. The SDU is specified in the description portion
of a tnsnames.ora entry.

prod1 =
(DESCRIPTION =

(SDU=3000)
(ADDRESS =

(PROTOCOL = TCP)
(HOST = mach1)
(PORT = 1521)

)
(CONNECT_DATA =

(SID = prod1)
)

)

Unfortunately, at the time this paper had to be submit-
ted, I had not had time to run performance tests to deter-
mine the effectiveness of making this change. I would advise
performing significant testing to ensure that adjusting this
parameter does not cause problems or performance degra-
dation before implementing it on a production system.

Conclusion

NET8 is the glue that holds a network of Oracle data-
bases together and allows them to communicate. All too
often, configuring NET8 is a matter of trial and error.
While this paper has not attempted to show you all details
of configuring a NET8 implementation, you now have the
knowledge to approach the configuration of NET8 with
confidence.
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Mary Lou and Bobbie Sue’s
Beginners’ Guide to SQL*Plus

By Mary K. Platt, MND Service, Inc.
Bobbie Lambert, MND Service, Inc.

Abstract

This is a beginner’s guide to SQL*Plus. The tables are
built and they have been populated with data. How can
you now use SQL*Plus to retrieve this data? This session
will provide the information necessary for the retrieving
and manipulation of existing table data using only
SQL*Plus. The session will cover commonly used system
tables, query syntax, ordering and grouping select results,
operators, and conditions as well as SQL*Plus editing com-
mands and functions. No SQL*Plus experience is neces-
sary, but an understanding of Oracle table structure would
be helpful.

Topics to be Discussed

➤ Why is it Important to Learn SQL*Plus?
➤ Editing Commands
➤ Common and Useful SQL Tables
➤ Queries

• Simple Query
• Where Clause
• Order By
• Having & Group By
• Query Joins
• Outer Joins

➤ Arithmetic Expressions
➤ Converting Values

• To_Date
• To_Char
• Last_Day
• Add_Months
• Months_Between
• Next_Day

➤ Decode
➤ Functions

• Numbers
• Characters
• Groups

➤ Error Messages

Why is it Important to Learn SQL*Plus?
Every Oracle installation you will ever be involved with

should have availability to SQL*Plus. While third party
products are helpful and easy to learn and use, what hap-
pens when you find yourself at a site where they don’t use
third party products to access Oracle? What happens if you
have to write your own SQL? If you learn SQL*Plus you’ll
find that the threat of ever being without a third party
product to access Oracle is no longer valid. SQL*Plus is easy

to use and reliable. It is worth learning and may benefit you
in the future.

Editing Commands
When in SQL*Plus, you would type your editing com-

mands at the SQL> prompt. You would enter return to start
a new line. When finished with your last line of typing,
press an extra enter key to be able to view the buffer con-
tents before running. Following are the most common
commands you would use.

l lists contents of current buffer
ln lists contents of line = n in current buffer, i.e., l3

would list the current contents of line 3
c change first occurrence in a single line, i.e.,

c/oldval/newval/
i inputs a line below the current line position
a appends text to end of current line
del deletes line at the current position
/ runs the currently buffered statement

Common and Useful SQL Tables
While you could access the following SQL tables from a

variety of tools, we believe it is important to make note of
these common tables. The following objects, with the excep-
tion of dual, which is a table, are views into the data dictio-
nary tables that hold all data pertinent to the database.
Knowing what data these tables hold and being able to access
that data can make your life much easier. The following are
some, but by no means all, of the views that any user can
access from SQL*Plus. Any views listed that begin with User_
show only information valid as the currently logged in user.

For example, you have a user account MPLATT and while
logged into MPLATT you created a table named DUMMY. If
you then log into Oracle as SCOTT and select all tables you
own using User_Tables, you would not see DUMMY as you
are now logged in under a different account name. It does
not matter that YOU are the same person; view information
is determined by the name of the Oracle account currently
logged in, i.e., MPLATT versus SCOTT.

Hint: To see what Oracle account you are currently logged
in as (assuming you may someday use several), you would use
the SHOW USER command at the SQL> prompt.

➤ User_Tables - List of tables, views and synonyms that
are created for the current schema

➤ User_Tab_Columns - List of all column definitions for
tables in the current schema

➤ Table_Privileges - Listing of all tables that the current
schema has the right to see and/or modify
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➤ User_Synonyms - Listing of all synonyms created by
the current schema

➤ User_Views - Contains most of the text used to create
views in the current schema

➤ User_Sys_Privs - Listing of all system privileges grant-
ed the current schema

➤ User_Role_Privs - Listing of all roles that the current
schema has been granted

➤ User_Constraints - Constraint information for each
table in the current schema

➤ All_Constraints - Listing of all constraints for all of
the tables the user can access

➤ User_Cons_Columns - Listing of columns associated
with constraints listed in User_Constraints

➤ User_Tab_Privs_Made - Displays information about
table privileges to other users for which the current
schema is the owner

➤ User_Sequences - Displays information for sequences
owned by the current schema

➤ User_Source - Contains source code for existing pro-
cedures, functions, packages, and package bodies

➤ Dual - Sys-owner table useful for testing functions or
performing calculations

Queries
Of course, all the stored data information in the world

won’t help you if you don’t know how to get it back out and
view it. In order to extract data from SQL tables, you can
write queries. Once again, you ask why you should learn to
write queries when there are third party tools to write them
for you. For one, what if you have a very complex query
that was written with a third party tool that you want to
modify, but no longer have that tool? Wouldn’t it be great to
be able to modify that query yourself? And of course, there’s
the chance that you might not always have a third party tool
to do it for you. There is a specific syntax to query struc-
ture. This syntax follows:

SELECT ...
FROM ...
[WHERE ...]
GROUP BY ...
[HAVING ...]
[ORDER BY ...]

For our examples, we will use tables WELL_INFO,
STATE, and COUNTY. The CREATE TABLE statements
used for the examples are listed in Figures 1-A, 1-B, and 1-
C. The structure (Figures 2-A, 2-B, and 2-C) and data with-
in these tables (Figures 3-A, 3-B, and 3-C) follow. Data
included in these tables are for example purposes only.

Figure 1-A
CREATE TABLE state

(stateno NUMBER(2) NOT NULL CONSTRAINT pk_state PRIMARY KEY,
stateab VARCHAR2(2),
statenm VARCHAR2(15));

Figure 1-B
CREATE TABLE county

(countyno NUMBER(3) NOT NULL,
countynm VARCHAR2(20),
stateno NUMBER(2) NOT NULL,
CONSTRAINT pk_county PRIMARY KEY (countyno, stateno),
CONSTRAINT fk_county FOREIGN KEY (stateno) REFERENCES state (stateno));

Figure 1-C
CREATE TABLE well_info

(wellno NUMBER(3) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
wellnm VARCHAR2(15),
stateno NUMBER(2) NOT NULL,
countyno NUMBER(3) NOT NULL,
cost NUMBER(6),
welldate DATE,
welltype VARCHAR2(1),
CONSTRAINT fk_ctyst FOREIGN KEY (countyno, stateno)
REFERENCES county(countyno, stateno));

Figure 2-A Figure 2-B Figure 2-C
WELL_INFO STATE COUNTY

Wellno number(4) Stateno number(2) Countyno number(3)
Wellnm varchar2(15) Statenm varchar2(15) Countynm varchar2(20)
Stateno number(2) Stateab varchar2(2) Stateno number(2)
Countyno number(3)
Cost number(6)
Welldate Date
Welltype varchar2(1)

Figure 3-A
Table = WELL_INFO
WELLNO WELLNM STATENO COUNTYNO COST WELLDATE WELLTYPE

1 BUBBAS WELL 5 2 50000 18-OCT-1988 P
2 BIGWELL 5 2 56000 12-JUL-1986 P
3 DRY WELL 1 2 30000 17-JAN-1954 P
4 GOODWELL HUNTIN 2 1 35000 26-MAR-1967 P
5 HONEY WELL 3 1 04-JUN-1962 P
6 WELL BREAD 3 1 39525 05-JUL-1973 I
7 WELL & GRACE 4 2 37200 05-SEP-1971 I

Figure 3-B
Table = STATE
STATENO STATEAB STATENM

1 AR ARKANSAS
2 LA LOUISIANA
3 NM NEW MEXICO
4 OK OKLAHOMA
5 TX TEXAS

Figure 3-C
Table = COUNTY
STATENO COUNTYNM STATENO

2 ALFALFA 4
1 HARDING 3
2 HIDALGO 3
1 ACADIA 2
2 ALLEN 2
1 ARKANSAS 1
1 WILSON 5
2 WINKLER 5
1 ADAIR 4
2 ASHLEY 1

Now, let’s evaluate each section of the query statement.
➤ SELECT . . .

• First you see the SELECT section. This is where
you will put which columns you want to select
from the table or view. If you choose to select all of
the columns in the table, in the order in which the
table was created, you would type SELECT * in the
SELECT part of the statement. If you prefer to
select only specific columns, i.e., Wellno, Countyno
and Wellnm from the WELL_INFO table, you would
type SELECT WELLNO, COUNTYNO, WELLNM
in the SELECT part of your query. You can type
the columns in any order you prefer. The order in
which they appear in your SELECT statement will
be the order in which the will be displayed when
you execute your query.

➤ FROM . . .
• Next you see the FROM section. You will put the

name(s) of the table(s) and/or view(s) here that
contain the fields you want to retrieve. For exam-
ple, if you want to retrieve the fields Wellno,
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Countyno and Wellnm from the WELL_INFO
table, you would have FROM WELL_INFO in your
from section, where WELL_INFO is the table
where the fields requested can be found.

➤ WHERE . . .
• Following the FROM section is the optional

WHERE clause section. This section enables you to
restrict the rows that are returned from your query
based on some type of criteria. For example, you
only want to see the selected fields for records
whose stateno equals 3. You would type WHERE
STATENO = 3 in the where section.

• In our examples we are using the operator “equal
to” (=) in our WHERE clause. Valid operators are:
= Equal to
!= or <> Not Equal to
> Greater Than
< Less Than
>= Greater than or Equal to
<= Less than or Equal to
Like Matches a pattern

% matches zero or more characters
_ matches one character

Not Like Does not Match a Pattern
% matches zero or more characters
_ matches one character

IS NULL is missing a value
IS NOT NULL contains a value, is not missing

a value

BETWEEN >= first value AND <= second
value

IN (list) value is part of a specific list,
separated by commas, quote
character strings or dates

NOT IN (list) value is not part of a specific list
• For multiple WHERE clause conditions you would

use AND or OR to join your conditions
➤ ORDER BY . . .

• The ORDER BY is also an optional section. You
can use it to control how the results of your query
are displayed back to you. If we wanted to see the
results that are returned to you from your query
ordered alphabetically by Wellnm, you would put
ORDER BY WELLNM in your optional order by
clause.

If you now put all the query parts together to make a
SQL statement, you have . . .

SELECT WELLNO, COUNTYNO, WELLNM
FROM WELL_INFO
WHERE STATENO = 3
ORDER BY WELLNM

You run the query by typing a semicolon at the end of
the last line of your SQL statement, or by typing a forward
slash (/) at the SQL> prompt. The “/” runs the statement
that is currently in the SQL buffer. Remember, to view the
contents of the current SQL buffer you can type “L” at the
SQL> prompt. This will list the current buffer contents.
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And our results are:

WELLNO COUNTYNO WELLNM

5 1 HONEY WELL
6 1 WELL BREAD

➤ HAVING & GROUP BY. . .
• What if you wanted to see the countyno for the

state of Texas (stateno = 5) where there was more
than one well per county? We would check for
records HAVING multiple records for field coun-
tyno. We are GROUPING the records by countyno
before returning our results, so we only have one
record returned for each GROUP BY field. Your
statement would look as follows:

SELECT countyno
FROM well_info
WHERE stateno = 5
HAVING count(countyno) > 1
GROUP BY countyno;

Result: COUNTYNO = 2

So far we have written only simple queries. Let’s now
look at a Join Query. In the following example, we are going
to join all three example tables together so that we can
retrieve fields from each table and display only one set of
results. We will retrieve the Wellnm, Welldate and Cost
from the WELL_INFO table. We want to also see the
Countynm from the COUNTY table and the Statenm from
the STATE table. Our joined query follows.

SELECT wellnm, welldate, cost, countynm, statenm
FROM well_info, county, state
WHERE well_info.countyno = county.countyno

AND well_info.stateno = county.stateno
AND well_info.stateno = state.stateno

ORDER BY statenm, countynm, wellnm;

WELLNM WELLDATE COST COUNTYNM STATENM

DRY WELL 17-JAN-1954 30000 ASHLEY ARKANSAS
GOODWELL HUNTIN 26-MAR-1967 35000 ACADIA LOUISIANA
HONEY WELL 04-JUN-1962 HARDING NEW MEXICO
WELL BREAD 05-JUL-1973 39525 HARDING NEW MEXICO
WELL & GRACE 05-SEP-1971 37200 ALFALFA OKLAHOMA
BIGWELL 12-JUL-1986 56000 WINKLER TEXAS
BUBBAS WELL 18-OCT-1988 50000 WINKLER TEXAS

➤ QUERY JOINS
• Because we did not select fields that were in both

tables with the same fieldname, we did not need to
prefix the column names with either an alias or the
table name. If we wanted to see the countynm and
statenm for each countyno in the county table, we
would need to use either a table’s alias or the table
name. Let’s first look at the error if we don’t.

SELECT countynm, statenm
FROM county, state
WHERE stateno = stateno
SQL> /
WHERE stateno = stateno
*
ERROR at line 3:
ORA-00918: column ambiguously defined

We can retype this SELECT in two ways. We can assign an
alias to each table as in Fig. 4-A or simply prefix each field
with the name of table (Fig. 4-B). Aliases are nice, as some-
times table names can be long and would require extra typ-
ing. Both Fig. 4-A and Fig. 4-B would give the same results:

Fig. 4-A Fig. 4-B
SELECT countynm, statenm SELECT countynm, statenm
FROM county A, state B OR FROM county, state
WHERE A.stateno = B.stateno; WHERE county.stateno =
state.stateno;

➤ OUTER JOINS
• Suppose you want to see all possible countyno(s)

where statenm = ‘TEXAS’ and at the same time
display the wellnm from WELL_INFO for current
wells in this state.

You could write:

SELECT wellnm, countynm, statenm
FROM well_info, county, state
WHERE well_info.countyno = county.countyno
AND well_info.stateno = county.stateno
AND well_info.stateno = state.stateno
AND statenm = ‘TEXAS’;

Your results would be:

WELLNM COUNTYNM STATENM

BUBBAS WELL WINKLER TEXAS
BIGWELL WINKLER TEXAS

The previous results show only one county in Texas
(Winkler) because that is the only county that shows up
with a record in well_info when you join the tables. To see
all counties in Texas, regardless of whether they have a
record in well_info or not, you would use the Outer Join
symbol (+). That means if you don’t find a record in the
table with the (+) following it in the WHERE clause join,
create a blank record for the join condition. Therefore, if
we wanted to see all counties in Texas (stateno = 5), even
if there weren’t a record in the well_info table, we would
use the (+) in the following manner with the results as
shown:

SELECT wellnm, countynm
FROM well_info, county
WHERE well_info.countyno(+) = county.countyno
AND well_info.stateno(+) = county.stateno
AND county.stateno = 5;

Results:

WELLNM COUNTYNM

WILSON
BUBBAS WELLWINKLER
BIGWELL WINKLER

As you can see, you see both valid counties for Texas
(Wilson and Winkler) even though there are no records in
WELL_INFO for the county = WILSON.

Arithmetic Expressions
Valid arithmetic operators are +, -, * and /. You could use

them in the following way to alter the cost or welldate fields
in the WELL_INFO table.

➤ Add 200 dollars to the dollar cost stored in the COST
field of the WELL_INFO table:
SELECT cost + 200 FROM well_info;

➤ Add 200 dollars to the dollar cost stored in the COST
field of the WELL_INFO table then multiple that
result by 1.5
SELECT (cost + 200) * 1.5 FROM well_info;

➤ Add 365 days to the welldate field in the WELL_INFO
table

SELECT welldate + 365 FROM well_info;



➤ Minus 15 days from the current system date
SELECT sysdate – 15 FROM dual;

Converting Values
➤ To_Date – Converting a value to a date format
Let’s assume we have a field named FIELDDATE in table

FIELDTABLE which is defined as a VARCHAR2(8) and is
in the format of YYYYMMDD with a value of 19990228.
We want to convert this field’s value to a true date format 5,
and then write a statement to select the value and add one
to it without any conversion, and then finally write a state-
ment to select the date-converted value of this field and add
one to it.

SELECT (TO_DATE(fielddate,’YYYYMMDD’) FROM fieldtable;
Result Returned = 28-FEB-1999

SELECT fielddate + 1 FROM fieldtable;
Result Returned = 19990229. This result might imply that 
if you converted the result to a date that Feb. 29, 1999 
was a valid date, which it is not.

SELECT TO_DATE(fielddate,’YYYYMMDD’) + 1 FROM fieldtable;
Result Returned = 19990301. This result would be correct 
because Feb. 28,1999 + 1 day = Mar. 1, 1999.

➤ TO_CHAR – Converting a value to a character format
Let’s assume we have field WELLDATE in table

WELLINFO that is of type date. The default date format for
returned rows in our database is DD-MON-YYYY. We have
an application where we really would like to see the data
printed as MM/DD/YYYY. We can convert the date to a
character string formatted as MM/DD/YYYY by doing the
following:

SELECT TO_CHAR(welldate,’MM/DD/YYYY’) FROM well_info;
If Date = 18-OCT-1988, converted character string would be
10/18/1988

➤ LAST_DAY – Display the last day for the month and
year specified. If the current system date (sysdate) =
05-FEB-2001, find the last day of this month for this
year.

SELECT LAST_DAY(sysdate) FROM dual; 
Result would be 28-FEB-2001

➤ ADD_MONTHS – Add a specified number of
months to the current date to find a new date. For
example, assuming that WELLDATE = 26-MAR-1967,
find the date 6 months in the past.

SELECT ADD_MONTHS(welldate, -6) FROM
well_info;
Result returned would be 26-SEP-1966

➤ MONTHS BETWEEN – Find the number of months
between two dates, i.e., 18-OCT-1988 and 18-OCT-
2000

SELECT MONTHS_BETWEEN(‘18-oct-2000’,’18-
oct-1988’) FROM DUAL;
Result = 144 months

➤ NEXT_DAY – Find the date for the next specific day
of the week, i.e., what is the date of the first Friday
following April 21, 2001?

20 February 2002
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SELECT NEXT_DAY(‘21-APR-2001’,’FRIDAY’)
FROM dual;
Result is 27-APR-2001

What is the date of the first Friday of the following
month if the current date is 21-APR-2001?

SELECT NEXT_DAY(LAST_DAY(‘21-APR-
2001’),’FRIDAY’) FROM dual;
Result is 04-MAY-2001

Decode

Syntax is: DECODE(value,if_1,then_1,if_2,then_2,. . .,else_this)

Change a value to another if certain conditions are met.
In the table WELL_INFO we have a field named WELL-
TYPE. If WELLTYPE is equal to P, we want to return a value
in our select of PRODUCER. If WELLTYPE is equal to I, we
want to return a value of INJECTOR. If neither P nor I
apply, we’ll just return the actual value found in the well-
type field.

The SELECT statement follows (You’ll notice a Heading
of TYPE for the decode statement):

SELECT wellnm, welltype,
DECODE(welltype,’P’,’PRODUCER’,’I’,’INJECTOR’,welltype) “TYPE”

FROM well_info
ORDER BY wellnm DESC;

WELLNM W TYPE

WELL BREAD I INJECTOR
WELL & GRACE I INJECTOR
HONEY WELL P PRODUCER...

What if you are trying to divide a number by another
value that ends up being equal to zero?

SELECT 100 / 0 FROM dual;
ERROR:
ORA-01476: divisor is equal to zero

Let’s try it again using DECODE to decode the zero
value to be null, then again to 1. Assume FIELD1 in the
example is equal to zero.

SELECT 100 / DECODE(field1,0,NULL,field1) val0,
100 / DECODE(field1,0,1,field1) val1
FROM table1;

Results are:

VAL0 VAL1

100

VAL0 returns a NULL value, because 100 / NULL would
have to return NULL as NULL is an unknown value, not a
zero.

Functions
➤ For Numbers

• ABS (value) – Returns the Absolute Value of value
• CEIL(value) – Returns the smallest integer larger

than or equal to value
• FLOOR (value) – Returns the largest integer <=

value
• GREATEST (value1, value2) – Returns the largest

value of the values listed
• LEAST (value1, value2) – Returns the smallest

value of the values listed
• MOD (value, divisor) – Returns the modulus after

calculation for value
• NVL (value, alternate_value) – Substitues alter-

nate_value for value if value is null
• POWER (value, exponent) – Returns value raised

to power of exponent
• ROUND (value, precision) – Rounds the specified

value to a specific precision
• SIGN (value) – Returns 1 if positive value, 1 if

negative value, 0 if value = 0
• SQRT (value) – Returns the square root of value
• TRUNC (value, precision) – Returns value truncat-

ed to specified precision
• VSIZE (value) – Returns the Oracle storage size of

value
➤ For Characters

• INITCAP (string) – Converts the initial letter of
each word in the string to a capital

• UPPER (string) – Returns the capitalized value of
the entire character string

• SUBSTR (string,start_column,length) – Returns a
specific section of string text

• LOWER (string) – Returns the lowercase value of
the entire string

• LENGTH (string) – Returns the number of charac-
ters in a string including spaces

➤ For Groups
• AVG – determines average value of a group of values
• COUNT – determines the number of not null val-

ues for a column or total number of rows in a
table

• MAX – determines maximum non-null value
• MIN – determines minimum non-null value
• SUM – determines sum of not-null values

For the values of the field COST in the table
WELL_INFO in Fig.3-A, evaluate the group functions using
the following SQL statement. You’ll notice that COUNT(*)
returns a value > COUNT(cost) since one of the records
has a null value in the cost field. Therefore, it is not count-
ed, whereas COUNT(*) counts all records regardless of
whether fields have null values. Only non-null cost values
are included in the AVG, MIN or MAX results.

SELECT COUNT(*), COUNT(cost),AVG(cost),MAX(cost),MIN(cost) FROM well_info;

Results are:

COUNT(*) COUNT(COST) AVG(COST) MAX(COST) MIN(COST)

7 6 41287.5 56000 30000

It is important to learn SQL*Plus,

and not to rely solely on third

party end-user tools as your only

method of data retrieval.
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Error Messages
If you try to access the Oracle database and it is shut

down to ALL users, you will see the following when trying
to connect:

ERROR: ORA-01034: ORACLE not available
ORA-07429: smsgsg: shmget( ) failed to get segment
SVR4 Error: 2: No such file or directory

If you try to access the Oracle database and it is shut
down to regular users, but open to those with DBA privi-
leges, you will see the following during your connection try:

ERROR: ORA-01035: ORACLE is available to users with
RESTRICTED SESSION privilege

If you were logged into the Oracle database from SQL*Plus,
and Oracle was brought down during your session, you
would see the following when you issued your next SQL*Plus
statement:

ERROR:
ORA-03114: not connected to ORACLE

Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed some SQL*Plus infor-
mation and commands that can be used to help you
retrieve and format your data from the Oracle database. As
with most programming techniques, there is usually more
than one way to accomplish the same end result. Once
again, it is important to learn SQL*Plus, and not to rely
solely on third party end-user tools as your only method of
data retrieval. Someday, you may find yourself without your

third party tool, unlike SQL*Plus, which seems to remain a
constant part of Oracle’s tools.
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W HEN YOUR STORAGE

SYSTEM PERFORMS WELL,
SO D O YOU

You can download our technical paper on how to

improve your Oracle database application performance

at:

http://seeksystems.com/products/adaptive.html#downloads

OR . . . Call Seek Systems Region Manager, Chris

www.seeksystems.com
1-800-790-7335

FasFile RAID from Seek Systems acceler-
ates the performance of database applica-
tions without modifications to your existing
infrastructure.

Call us...
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TOra- Freeware for
Development

D atabase administrators and developers alike have come to
rely on specialized tools to increase productivity when
working with Oracle. One of these helpful tools is a GUI
interface that allows for faster PL/SQL development. Many

of you already know about and use TOAD from Quest Software. How-
ever, unfortunately,TOAD only runs in a Windows environment.

For those of you using Linux, we’d like to point to an alternative.TOra
(Toolkit for Oracle) features tools including a SQL worksheet with PL/SQL
block parsing, PL/SQL debugger and editor with syntax highlighting, and
Schema browser, just to name a few.

You can find both the Linux and the Windows versions available for
free download at:

http://cnet.search.com/search?curl=1,0,0-0-0&timeout=3&tag=
srch&qt=tora&cn=&ca=0 ▲

T E C H T I P S.

Mark Your
Calendars!

The NoCOUG Spring

Conference is scheduled to take

place on Thursday, May 16 at

Lockheed Martin in Sunnyvale.

Check the NoCOUG website for

updates. ▲

Get in the Zone

W e’d like to share with you an interesting site that we think you developer folks will like.The “database
dev” zone by DevX puts many database developer resources at your fingertips.There is an archive of
thousands of technical articles on software development, reviews of development products, discussion

groups, and, of course, lots of helpful tips.
The DevX mission is to provide “the international IT community with the most comprehensive information avail-

able on software development for corporate applications.” Check it out for yourself at http://www.devx.com/dbzone.
To get Oracle-specific information, click on the tab halfway down the page in the navigation bar on the left side of
the page.

A Good Way to Explore Oracle 

E lement K Journals is a provider of computer technology journals and information products.They’ve got a
great magazine called Exploring Oracle which is a comprehensive publication for Oracle professionals. For
those who are not regular subscribers, there are many free as well as pay-per-view white papers. Folks with

real-life experience, just like you, write these white papers. Recent topics include:

• To 9i or not to 9i
• SQL*Load and Views for Quick File Review
• Oracle Dimensions and Hierarchies

Visit http://www.elementkjournals.com/dbm/ to check it out for yourself.

Send your favorite resources to journal@nocoug.org for publication. ▲

R E S O U R C E C O R N E Rv
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Temporary Tables

Query too complicated? Consider Temporary Tables.
You may run across situations where you find yourself

scratching your head as you try to figure out a way to
write a very complicated query. In some cases, resolving
part of the query and writing data to a temporary table
(or tables) and then joining that table to other tables will
solve your problem.

When using this approach, keep the following points
in mind:

➤ There is overhead involved with creating and stor-
ing temporary data.

➤ This is not a good approach for high transaction vol-
ume OLTP (online transaction processing) systems.

➤ This is useful for one-time SQL or for background
tasks that are not frequently executed.

➤ When creating temporary tables use the “temporary”
option to reduce the overhead incurred when creat-
ing normal (non-temporary) tables.

➤ This is a very simple solution that is perhaps not the
most efficient, but can simplify logic for infrequent-
ly run queries.

➤ A useful approach to use when multiple, different

groupings of data need to be applied.
Oracle supports Global Temporary Tables. The table

is temporary and its definition is visible to all oracle
sessions. BUT, the data in the table is only visible to the
session that inserts the data. The data in this table exists
only for the session or the transaction. The “on commit”
keyword states whether the data is transaction- or session-
specific.

“On Commit Delete Rows” states that this is transac-
tion-specific and that the table will be truncated at com-
mit time. “On Commit Preserve Rows” is session-specific
and the table is truncated when the session ends. An
example from Oracle’s documentation is:

CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE work_area
(startdate DATE,
enddate DATE,
class CHAR(20))
ON COMMIT DELETE ROWS;

Another example of this is:

Create Global Temporary Table new_temp_table (
column1 char(10))
On Commit Preserve Rows;

Advanced SQL Tips for
Developers and DBAs

The following are excerpts from a white paper by Tim Quinlan, TLQ Consulting Inc.

Q U I C K T I P Sl

Mixing DDL and DML in Transactions

In cases where you must mix Data Definition Lan-
guage (DDL) statements such as “Create Table” with
Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements such as
Insert, Update, and Delete you must be careful where you
place the DDL statements. You must always keep in mind
that the DDL statement will perform an implicit commit
and that this may occur in a place that you didn’t expect.
Take a look at the following series of steps that are per-
formed in order in a single transaction:

Begin Transaction
Insert into ...
Update ...
Create Table table_name ...

Update ...
Rollback Transaction
End Transaction

Given the above steps, it appears as though the
“Rollback Transaction” will undo all work back to the
“Begin Transaction” including the Insert and two
Update statements. This, however, is not what will
happen. The DDL statement “Create Table table_name . . .”
will perform an implicit commit which will commit the
insert and update statement before it. The rollback
statement will only undo the last update statement. Your
best bet is to avoid mixing DDL and DML in a single
transaction.
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Quick Null Tips

Searching for and Comparing Null values
1) One Null value can never be considered to be

equal to, not equal to, greater than or less than
another. We cannot compare one indeterminate
value to another. Therefore the following state-
ment will never return a value - even if the cus-
tomer_name is NULL:

Select *
From Customer
Where customer_name = ‘’;

When comparing Null values use the ‘IS NULL’
value rather than ‘’. The following corrects this state-
ment:

Select *
From Customer
Where customer_name IS NULL;

2) If you want to show all total_amounts < 100
including those that are null, code the query as
follows:

Select *
From Sales
Where total_amount < 100
or total_amount IS NULL;

3) When are Null Values Equal?
Consider the following three statements:
➤ If either value in a comparison (=) is Null, the

result is unknown.
➤ A null is never equal to another null value.
➤ A null is neither equal to nor is it not equal to

another value.

The above statements are all true. There is, however,
one exception to the above. That is in the case of dupli-
cates.

When using the distinct function, two null values
will be grouped as one. Also, a unique index on a null
column will allow only one null value (if it is a single
column index, or if other uniquely-indexed columns
from this row match the values of the same columns
on another row) and the second will be considered a
duplicate. Keep this in mind when grouping data and
creating unique indexes.

4) Null Indexes
Be careful of index entries that are completely null –

an index entry may not be kept. So, queries using IS
NULL logic will be forced to perform a table scan.

Using a Function in SQL

Using a function inside a SQL statement can be a
handy feature in some cases where the function exists
and where it is complicated to duplicate the logic in the
SQL statement. An example of a SQL statement that uses
a function or package is shown below:

SELECT *
FROM Customer
WHERE customer.state =
state_package.active_state;

In the above SQL statement, the state column on the
customer table is compared to the result of the value of
active_state in the state_package. In this example, the
use of the function is not obvious. The expression
“state_package.active_state” looks like a table and col-
umn name rather than a function call. In fact, this is a
call to a package rather than a function, but the result
is the same. There are function calls that will look more
obvious such as the one shown below where the value
in the program variable “active_state_variable” is
passed to the state_function. The result of this call is
then compared to the value in column customer.state.

SELECT *
FROM Customer
WHERE customer.state =
state_function(active_state_variable);

An alternate approach to this would be to move the
state_package.active_state value to a variable and use
that variable in your program.

One thing to remember when using this approach is
that the function must be called for every row retrieved
in the table. So, if this is a situation where the result of
the function call will always be the same, move the result
to a variable and compare the variable to the column in
the SQL statement where clause.

least understood by information technology practitioners.
This is both a cause and a consequence of the failure by SQL
and its commercial dialects to implement relational domains,
which are nothing but data types of arbitrary complexity.
Consequently, blame is being misplaced on the relational
approach for the SQL products’ lack of support for so-
called “complex” types, which permits proponents of the
object approach to claim with impunity that object DBMSs
are superior in this respect to relational DBMSs.

This presentation will help define the data type concept
as well as explain the distinctions between “simple” and
“complex” types and “system-supplied” and “user-defined”
types. We’ll clarify what proper DBMS support of data types
means, and we’ll help you derive some practical conclusions
and recommendations. (Intermediate Level)

NoCOUG Winter Conference
Session Descriptions
(continued from page 27)
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KEYNOTE

9:45-10:45
TBA
Oracle Corporation

DBA TRACK

11:15-12:15
Interpreting Wait Events to Boost
System Performance
Roger Schrag,
Senior Consultant,
Database Specialists, Inc.

At any given moment, every Oracle
server process is either busy servicing a
request or waiting for something spe-
cific to happen—a condition we call a
“wait event.” The Oracle instance main-
tains detailed statistics of all wait events
—how many times each session has
waited for a specific event, total time
waited, and exactly what events are
being waiting on right now. This in-
formation can be used to gain insight
into the performance of both your
application and database. In this pre-
sentation we will define what wait
events are, detail how to extract wait
event information from the instance,
and learn how to interpret the data we
collect. Many of us have heard of wait
events and know how to query the v$
views, but in this presentation we’ll go
further than that. We’ll walk through
real life examples of how to use wait
event data to diagnose problems and
boost system performance. (Advanced
Level)

1:30-2:30
Top 7 Oracle Database Tuning
Techniques and Case Studies
Lev Moltyaner
Managing Partner,
Procase Consulting, Inc.

Tuning experience is difficult to
share because it is often application
specific. In this session we will define
seven practical tuning techniques,
including: eliminating inefficiencies in
process flow, utilizing intended index-

es, adopting best indexing options,
decreasing PL/SQL context switches,
reducing I/O contention, increasing
memory utilization, and increasing
CPU usage by multi-threading. We
will present a case study of how each
technique was applied and summarize
its performance gains. We will also
illustrate how these techniques repre-
sent a tuning methodology that can
be applied to any database. We hope
that each attendee will be able to
identify immediate benefits for their
databases. (Intermediate Level)

3:15-4:15
Oracle9i Real Application Clusters
on 8 Node Intel-based Clusters – An
OLTP Case Study
Kevin Closson, Sr.
Staff Software Engineer, Database
Engineering Group, PolyServe, Inc.

Clustered database technology is a
reality with Oracle9i Real Application
Clusters (RAC). Compelling hardware
economies and the robust horizontal
scaling characteristics of RAC are mo-
tivating datacenter managers to inves-
tigate deploying applications on clus-
tered commodity-based hardware.
This presentation is based upon a case
study of an Oracle9i RAC OLTP ap-
plication deployed on an eight-node
Intel-based cluster running Linux.
Configuration and tuning tips, along
with lessons learned, will be covered.
Special attention will be given to alerts
that can be gleaned from several new
internal (gv$) performance views.
Additionally, platform issues such as
Clustered File Systems will be covered.
(Intermediate Level)

DEVELOPER TRACK

11:15-12:15
Oracle9i JDeveloper Part I:
Introduction and New Features
Peter Koletzke,
Technical Director, Quovera

JDeveloper is the tool of choice for
Java development because of its rich

support for the Oracle database. In
addition, it offers the major ease-of-use
and code-generation features of a
sophisticated Integrated Development
Environment. The 9i release added a
number of powerful features that you
can use for assistance with Java appli-
cation development. In addition to
new features, some operations have
changed from previous versions. This
presentation discusses and demon-
strates the basics of the tool as well as
the major new features and operations.
This will help both the developer who
has not yet examined the tool as well as
the developer who is familiar with pre-
vious releases. (Beginner Level)

1:30-2:30
Oracle9i JDeveloper Part II:
Developing Java Client and JSP
Applications
Peter Koletzke,
Technical Director, Quovera

Jdeveloper’s interface allows you to
quickly develop bug-free, default
applications in many different styles.
The development challenges lie in
understanding these different applica-
tion styles and in knowing where to go
in the tool to get started. This presen-
tation explains the characteristics of
two application options that you can
create in JDeveloper: Java Client or
JClient (Java application and applet)
and JavaServer Pages (JSPs). We’ll also
explore the architectures of each of
these options and compare their bene-
fits and drawbacks as well as how to
use JDeveloper to develop each alter-
native. This presentation demonstrates
application development methods and
explains how to go beyond the wizards
to create a production-ready applica-
tion. (Beginner Level)

This presentation is intended as a
follow up to the “Introduction and
New Features” presentation, but atten-
dance at that session is not required.

3:15-4:15
Be Careful What You Wish For:
Complex Data Types
Fabian Pascal
Independent Consultant

The data type concept is one of the

NoCOUG Winter Conference
Thursday, February 21, 2002
Session Descriptions

(continued on page 25)
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